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Nondeterminism in a finite automaton is measured dynamically by counting the 
number of guesses that the automaton has to make in order to recognize an input 
string. When the amount of nondeterminism is small (bounded) or large (linear in 
the input length), nothing can be concluded about the amount of ambiguity in the 
automaton. But when the amount of nondeterminism is intermediate between these 
extremes, the degree of ambiguity must be infinite. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is easily verified that a nondeterministic finite automaton may exhibit 
any amount of ambiguity (zero degree, finite degree, or infinite degree), 
and so it may appear that there is no nontrivial relationship between non- 
determinism and ambiguity. (There is, of course, the trivial relationship 
that if there is no nondeterminism then there is no ambiguity.) This paper 
demonstrates that there is, in fact, a subtle relationship between the two 
concepts. If a finite automaton has slowly growing nondeterminism-i.e., if 
its use of nondeterminism tends to infinity more slowly than a linear func- 
tion in the length of the input string-then the automaton must have an 
infinite degree of ambiguity. Thus, while the absence of nondeterminism 
implies an absence of ambiguity, and the presence of a small (i.e., bounded) 
or large (i.e., linear) amount of nondeterminism implies nothing about 
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ambiguity (see the Appendix), an intermediate level of nondeterminism 
somewhat surprisingly entails an inlinite degree of ambiguity. 
The idea of quantifying nondeterminism as a consumable resource was 
explored by Kintala and Fischer (1980) for various automata, and by 
Kintala and Wotschke (1980) and Goldstine, Kintala, and Wotschke (1990) 
for finite automata. The present paper concerns those finite automata 
whose “consumption” of nondeterminism tends to infinity at a sublinear 
rate (sublinear automata for short). Section 2 recalls the concepts needed to 
quantify nondeterminism. Section 3 contains the proof that sublinear 
automata have an infinite degree of ambiguity. Section 4 demonstrates that 
there do exist sublinear automata, that is, automata whose use of nondeter- 
minism is unbounded but grows slowly as the length of the input x 
increases. Specifically, for each k > 2, there is a finite automaton for which 
this growth rate has order 1x1 . ‘lk For the sake of completeness, the 
Appendix contains the easy verification that finite automata that are 
not sublinear-ither because their consumption of nondeterminism is 
bounded, or because it grows linearly+an have any level of ambiguity. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Nondeterminism in a computation can be measured by counting the 
number of nondeterministic steps that occur in it. But, from an intuitive 
point of view, a step that selects one from among a large number of 
possible moves displays more nondeterminism than one that selects from 
fewer possibilities. Thus, we make the following definitions. 
DEFINITION. An (s-state) nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) over 
the alphabet C is a 5-tuple A = (Q, C, 6, qO, F), with Q a set of s states, 
qO E Q, FG Q, and 6 a function from Q x Z to 2Q. A moue of A is a triple 
p = (p, a, q) in Q x ,E x Q with q E 6(p, a). A computation of A is a string of 
moves 
PlP2”‘Prl, n> 1, 
with pi= (qi- i, ai, qi), 1 < i < n, and qn E F.’ The computation consumes 
the input string a, a2 . . . a,. The language L(A) accepted by A is the set of 
all input strings consumed by computations of A. 
DEFINITION. If A= (Q, C, 6, qO, F) is an NFA, then the amount of 
guessing yA(p) made by the move p = (p, a, q) of A is defined to be 
YAP) = log,( #&P, a)h2 
’ Also, the empty string E is a computation if qO E F. 
’ #S denotes the cardinality of a set S. 
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This concept is extended additively to computations of A by setting 
YAP, . ..Pn)=YA(PI)+ ‘.. +Y,4(PJ.3 
For each string x in the language L(A), let 
where pi . . . p,, ranges over all computations of A consuming x, and let 
Ya(n)=suP{y,(x):Ixl=n}. 
Thus, for an NFA whose moves involve branching to at most two states 
(i.e., #6(p, a) < 2), yA simply counts the number of nondeterministic 
moves that occur in a computation. More generally, ya counts a 2k-way 
branch as equal to k two-way branches, as might be expected since such a 
node could be replaced by a depth-k binary tree of two-way branches if 
s-moves were allowed. (Note that, for branching that is not a power of 
two, ya will not be an integer.) Finally, ya credits the NFA with its best, 
i.e., most nearly deterministic, performance on a string x. See Goldstine, 
Kintala, and Wotschke (1990) for additional motivation. 
To avoid excessive use of subscripts, we write y in place of yA and we add 
the phrase “in A” if the context does not make clear to which automaton 
reference is being made. 
DEFINITION. If A = (Q, L,6, qo, P) is an NFA then the degree of 
ambiguity aA of A on an input string x in L(A) is the number of 
computations of A consuming x. The degree of ambiguity of A is 
su~{~,(x)I=W4}. 
As with yA, we usually omit the subscript. 
DEFINITION. For an NFA A, the string x is y-minimal if 1 yl -C 1x1 implies 
Y(Y) <Y(X). 
In other words, a y-minimal string x is as short as it can be for a string 
involving that much guessing. 
3. BEHAVIOR OF SUBLINEAR AUTOMATA 
The following lemma establishes the basic relationship between non- 
determinism and ambiguity. 
'And y"(&)=O. 
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LEMMA 1 (Tradeoff Lemma). Zj” A is an s-state NFA and x is a 
y-minimal input string then 
Sya(X) y(x) + 1) > 2P”1x1. 
Remark. For fixed A, 2-” is a positive constant. The quantity y(x)/(xl 
can be considered a measure of the rate p(x) at which guessing occurs as 
A processes the symbols of x. An input string x which maximizes p(x) over 
strings up to a certain length can be considered a witness to the rate of 
growth of p. Such an x is clearly y-minimal, so 
sZLX) 
swx(x) p(x) + )-q > 2-“. 
Thus, the Tradeoff Lemma can be interpreted to mean: 
An input string which serves as a witness to slow growth 
in the rate of guessing of A also serves as witness to a high 
degree of ambiguity of A. 
So there is in this sense a tradeoff between the rate of guessing and the 
amount of ambiguity in A. 
Proof Let A = (Q, C, 6, q,,, F) be an s-state NFA, and let x be a 
y-minimal input string with length n = 1x1 and degree of ambiguity d = a(x). 
Then there are d distinct computations 7c1, . . . . rrd of A consuming input x. 
For each prefix y of x, let s,(y) E Q, 1 < i < d, be the state that n, is in after 
consuming y. (Thus, si(c) = q. and si(x) E F for all i.) Finally, let 
T(Y) = (~(qo, Yh Sl(Y)V SAY)> ...T Sd(Y))* 
Since x has n + 1 prefixes y and each T(y) is in (2” - { @ } ) x Q’, which 
is a set of size (2” - 1) sd, x can be factored into 
m=r(n+1)/(2”-l)sdl+l 
terms, x=xlxz...x,, with xi # E, 1 <j < m, and 
T(x,)=T(x,x,)= ... =T(X~X*...Xmp~). 
This factorization of x has an interesting property. For any choice of j, 
1 <j < m, consider the string 
xj=xl .“xjplxj+,“‘x,. 
Since T(x, ..-xjpl)= qx, . ..Xj)’ 
SJX) . ..xj-.)=si(x, . ..Xj). l<i<d. 
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Hence, each of the computations rri consuming x, 16 i< d, can be 
shortened to a computation 7ii(j) consuming gj. On the other hand, if rc is 
any computation consuming ij that minimizes y, then r(n) =Y(c?~)< y(x), 
since x is y-minimal. Let q be the state that rr is in after consuming 
Xl ...xjPl. Then 
4 E &qo, XI . . . xi- ,) = 6(q,, x1 . .x,), 
since T(x, .“xj-, ) = T(x, . , . x,), and 
6(q9 xj+ 1 ..*x,)nF#@, 
since rc ends in a final state. So one of the d computations consuming x has 
SAXI . ..xj)=q. Since si(xI . ..xjP.)=si(x, . ..x.)=q, 
4 E 6(qT xj). 
Thus, there is a computation consuming x that agrees with ‘II on 
Xl '*'Xj-l, runs from state q to q on xi, and agrees with II on xi+, . . .x,. 
In other words, 7ii/(j) = z for some ij, 1~ i, d d. 
Thus, for each j, 1 <j < m, there is an ii, 1~ ii < d, such that 
This means that xii makes fewer than y(x) guesses on factors other than xi, 
and hence makes guesses on at most y(x) factors of x in all. In addition, 
Z$ makes at least one guess on the factor xj since ~(72~ (j)) < y(rr$. Hence, 
each computation on x can equal 7~~ for at most y(x) choices of j, namely, 
those j for which the computation makes a guess on x. Thus, the mapping 
from j to ii maps a set of size m-2 to a set of size d with at most y(x) 
points in the domain getting mapped to each point in the range, so 
Hence, 
(n+1)/((2”-l)sd)-l<mm22y(x).d. 
sd(dy(x) + 1) > 2-52, 
or 
sa(xqa(x) y(x) + 1) > 2-7x1, 
as required. 1 
The following theorem is now an immediate consequence of the Tradeoff 
Lemma. 
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THEOREM 1. Every sublinear NFA has an infinite degree of ambiguity. 
Proof: Suppose an NFA A has s states and finite degree of ambiguity 
d. If y(x) is not bounded then there is an infinite sequence of y-minimal 
input strings xi with 1.~~1 < Ixi+,l. By the Tradeoff Lemma, 
Y(Xi) > 
I4 1 -- 
2ss’(“)a(x) a(x) 
=Q((.xl). 
Hence, A is not sublinear. So if an NFA is sublinear, it does not have a 
finite degree of ambiguity. 1 
It may be worth noting that the only properties of y that were used in 
proving this theorem are that y is an additive real function on computa- 
tions (i.e., the value of y on a sequence of moves is the sum of its values 
on the individual moves) whose nonzero values are greater than or equal 
to one. 
4. EXISTENCE OF SUBLINEAR AUTOMATA 
In this section, we demonstrate that there do exist sublinear automata. 
(This has also been shown independently by Simon (1987, 1988).) 
THEOREM 2. For each k > 1, there is an NFA with y(n) = Q(n”k). 
Proof Let Ak= (Qk, ck, dk, qk, Qk), where 
Qk={qil-1 <i<k}, 
ck= {ajll <j<k}, 
[kil if j<i#O 
6k(ql? aj) = 
{4i, 4i- 11 if j=i#O 
{q-r) if j>i#O 
if i=O. 
Note the salient features of this machine. (See Fig. 1.) Every computation 
from qk proceeds in one or more stages from stage k downwards, where 
stage i corresponds to state qi. When ai is consumed during stage i, A 
guesses whether to remain in stage i or to proceed to stage i - 1; all other 
symbols are processed deterministically, the lower-indexed ones having no 
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40 
al, . . ..Uk 
FIG. 1. A sublinear automaton 
effect, the higher-indexed ones sending A to a deterministic trap state. 
Thus, a string beginning with uk confronts A with the choice of remaining 
at stage k and having to act nondeterministically on future uk’s, or 
proceeding to stage k - 1 and having to act nondeterministically on ak _ I’s 
until the next uk sends it to the trap state. For each j, we can recursively 
define an input string XII’) which forces A to make choices so difficult that 
A cannot avoid making j guesses when consuming the string. 
Define xl” E ZT, 1~ i < k, j 3 0, as follows: 
,-p’ = E I 3 l<i<k, 
Xl (i) = .j 1, jZ0, 
, !A = aixl’_il) xy- 11, I 1 <i<k, j>O. 
Claim 1. In the NFA A,, XI” is y-minimal and y(xy)) =,j. 
Claim 1 may be proved by induction on j. When j= 0, the claim is 
trivial. When j> 1 and i= 1, the claim follows from the fact that ~(a{) =j 
in A,. When j> 1 and 1 < i< k, we may assume that the claim is true 
for x~~-i” and xii-l). Let K be a computation in Ai consuming 
xI” = aixl’_i”xi’- 1) with a minimal value of y. Then n = n, z2n3, where K, , 
‘1123 q consume ai, xpi-i’), xy-‘I, respectively. So IC, = (qi, ai, qi) or 
n, = (qi, ai, qi- 1). In the former case, 
y(a) = Hn,) + Y(X2) + Y(%) 
=l+O+(j-1) 
=.j. 
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In the latter case, 
Y(Z) = Y(nl) + Y(%) + Y(%) 
=l+(j-l)+y(nJ 
>j. 
Hence, y(x!“) =j in A. 
To she\; that x)j;’ ’ is y-minimal in Ai, consider any XEZ* with 
1x1 < Ixlj’l. If j= 1, then 1x1 < Ixi”I = 1, so x = E and y(x) =0 < 1 = y(xj”), 
as required. If j 2 2, then either x contains fewer than two occurrences of 
ai, in which case y(x) c 2 < y(xj”), as required (consider the computation 
that consumes x while remaining in state qi); or x= uaiuaiw for some 
U,VE-q-1, w  E Zz. But then, since 
lUUiUUiWl = 1x1 < IxI”I = lqxyy XI’- l)l, 
either [VI < l$L;“1 or lu,w( < Ixlj-“I. In the former case, y(o) < y(xj’=,“) = 
j - 1 in Ai-, by the hypothesis of induction, so y(uuiouiw) <j in Ai 
(consider a computation that moves from qi to qi- i when consuming 
the first a,). In the latter case, y(a,w) c y(xj’- “) = j- 1 in A, by the 
hypothesis of induction, so y(uuiuuiw) <j (consider a computation that 
remains in state qi when consuming the first a,). Thus, in either case, 
y(x) = y(uu,vu,w) <j= y(xj”), as required. 
Claim 2. Isdi)l = (0 + (j) + I 2 . . . + ({). 
To prove this by induction, note that if j = 0 then 
,,i.i,=,,~=o=(;)+ ...+(P). 
and if i = 1 then 
Finally, if 1 < i < k and j 3 1 then, since the binomial coefficients satisfy the 
identity ({I i) + (j; ‘) = ({), 
=(y)+((i;‘)+ . . . +(iJ)+((i;‘)+ . . . +(i-‘)) 
=(j)+ . . . +(!). 
This proves Claim 2. 
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When k= 1, the NFA A has y(n) = y(a;) = n = s(n), as required. To 
estimate y(n) when k > 1, note that it follows from Claim 2 that 
I I=() xp J 1 
+ ... + 
j 
0 k 
= O( jk). 
(Recall that k is a fixed, albeit arbitrary, integer.) Thus, 
for some positive constants c, and c2 and for large enough j. For given n, 
let j be the largest integer for which c2 jk <n, so that cz(j+ l)k > n and 
j> c2-llknllk- 1, and let m = Ixl;“l, so that m < c2 jk 6 n. Let y = a;-“‘~!/, 
so that lyl = n. If n is large enough, then j> 1, so that y(v) = 
~(a:-“‘xy’) = y(xj;“) = j. Hence, 
y(n)=sup(y(x): 1x1 =n)~y(y)=j>c;“kn”k- 1. 
On the other hand, if x is any string of length n and we let j=y(x), then 
n = 1x1 2 Ixy’I > cl jk for large n, since y(x) = j= y(x!/) and xy) is 
y-minimal by Claim 1. Hence, y(x) = j < c; Ilk n’lk, so 
y(n) ,< c;‘ikn”k. 
Thus, y(n) = O(nllk), as claimed. a 
APPENDIX 
We have shown that sublinear automata must contain unbounded 
amounts of ambiguity. Indeed, it can be verified that, for the examples in 
(a) no -big&y 
01 
(b) degree of ambiguity 2 
(c) degree of ambiguity 
growing linearly 
(d) degree of ambiguity 
growing exponentially 
key: 0 a fud state; 0 a nonhal state] 
FIG. 2. Automata with linear nondeterminism and different degrees of ambiguity. 








(b) degree of ambiguity 2 
(c) degree of ambiguity 
growing linearly 
(d) degree of ambiguity 
growing exponentially 
FIG. 3. Automata with bounded nondeterminism and different degrees of ambiguity. 
the preceding section, the maximum ambiguity on strings of length n grows 
linearly in n. For the sake of completeness, we now present some simple 
examples to illustrate that finite automata which are not sublinear (i.e., 
which have bounded or linear nondeterminism) can have varying amounts 
of ambiguity. Thus, only for sublinear automata can any prediction be 
made about ambiguity. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that no prediction can 
be made about the ambiguity of finite automata whose nondeterminism 
grows linearly: there might be no ambiguity, a finite amount, an infinite 
amount that grows linearly, or an infinite amount that grows exponen- 
tially. Similarly, Fig. 3 shows that the ambiguity of finite automata having 
bounded nondeterminism is equally unpredictable. 
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